**SPECIES ADJUSTMENTS**
+4 Intellect, +2 Perception

**PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION**
The Mimbosests are a humanoid species from the planet, Mimbos. They are a generally tall, and lean people with long legs, and arms. They have unusually long fingers. They have no hair on their bodies, with the exception of eyebrows. Some Mimbosests do, and some do not have eyebrows. And eyebrows are more common among females than males.

Mimbosests have elongated skulls, and long “bottle-shaped” ears. Their eyes are a deep yellow color. And their skin is mottled in two colors – a pale pinkish hue, and a deep purple. One of the colors dominates in the individual's skin, and the other will be displayed as “patches” of skin over the face and body. Most Mimbosests are predominately pink with purple mottling, but some are the reverse.

There are several internal differences including some organ-redundancies. And it is very hard for a surgeon to treat a Mimbo set without a broad knowledge of the species’ anatomy.

**CULTURE**
Mimbosests have a very intellectual, and non-violent culture. They do have emotions, and unlike Vulcans, they do display them. But they do so in such a calm, passive way they are often mistaken as a people that avoid their natural emotions, just like Vulcans.

Often, Mimbosests are described as taciturn. They are a very knowledgeable people, and they tend to realize that. And, without being openly arrogant, a Mimbo set will state their knowledge of something without hesitation. And sometimes they do come off as rude, by not verbalize in their comments tactfully.

They are brilliant scientist, and inventors. They love technology, and have build their entire civilization around the technology they have developed over the centuries.

They are pacifist. Their massive starships do have powerful deflector screens in place. But, they carry no weapons. They live by the reverse of an old Earth axiom. According to the Mimbosests, the best offense is a good defense.

They are excellent negotiators. They use logic, much like the Vulcans, and general knowledge to make their points. And the make them well.

Even a Vorta lost a negotiation to a Mimbo set envoy, during the Dominion War. Mimbos was, largely, free of Dominion influence during the war for that reason. The Vorta could not talk them down. And the Jem'Hadar could not intimidate over 35 billion people with such advanced technology.

And the people of Mimbosests continued to go on as they had for centuries.

As one might expect, no one would call the Mimbosests a romantic people. They reproduce and a relatively slow rate. Mimbo set gestation lasts 17 months, by the Terran calendar. And they live as long as Vulcans, or longer. Mimbosests go to school, mandatorily, for 26 years. After which, each Mimbo set embarks on their chosen career. Usually in science or the arts. Many young Mimbosests have forges long lasting careers as musicians or painters. And even more have become renowned surgeons.

**LANGUAGES**
The Mimbosests speak their native language, and most of them will also speak Federation Standard, as well as Vulcan to seem degree. Most adults also understand binary code as if it were a language.

**COMMON NAMES**
Mimbosests use a single name, with no surname, or any type of title before or after that name. Mimbosests that serve in Starfleet easily get used to the rank-system, and the formality of officers calling one-another “Mister”, but a Mimbo set in such a situation well often call a crewmate (even the Captain) by a single name – usually the individual's surname.

**HOMEWORLD**
The homeworld of the Mimbosests is known colloquially as Mimbos 9. It is one two class-M planets in the Mimbo set system, the other being Mimbos 3.
There are 11 planets in system, in all. Two gas-giants, and three class-D planets among them. Mimbos Prime is a small class-H desert world that has been colonized by Orions and Tellarites.

The actual Mimboset name of the planet is Mimboseti.

The planet, it's self, is gigantic. It has an equatorial radius of 78,672km. Easily as large is the gas-giant, Jupiter, in the Sol system. And it has a surface ratio of land to water of only 13%. Almost all of the water used by the Mimboset people come from underground sources.

The general geography of Mimbos consists of bare rock for the most part. The planet looks like a gigantic orange ball from space due to the propensity of red clay in the planet's surface, as a result of the heavy amount of groundwater. Mimbos does have a few canyon formations, but not much in the way of vegetation.

The Mimbosets do cultivate several types of vegetables underground, near the banks three different lakes. They use advanced arboretum technology to get sunlight to these plants.

Most Mimbosets live in one of four massive cities on the surface. Their construction consists of tall, cylindrical buildings. Silver towers of titanium.

Not much of a tourist spot, Mimbos is well-known for it's technological advancements. Mimbos was on a technological par with the Federation when they encountered each other in the 22\textsuperscript{nd} century. And by the late 24\textsuperscript{th}, the Mimbosets have outpaced both the Klingon and Romulan Empires.

FAVORIED PROFESSION

*Scientist* – This will be a Mimboset’s favorite profession, above all, and by a long stretch. This profession is what they excel at.

*Starship Officer* – Most often, Starfleet Officer. And usually in the Science, Operations, or Engineering elite professions.

SPECIES ABILITIES

The Mimboset people are extremely intelligent. Even more so that Vulcans. And they utilize this intellect in a very Vulcan way. They are also very observant, and very analytical in interpreting their findings.

Mimbosets gain a +2 species-bonus to their *Perception* attributes, and a +4 to their *Intellect* score.

They also have the following species-based traits:

**Total Recall:** Due to the unique configuration of the Mimboset brain, a Mimboset can recall virtually anything that they experienced during their lifetime. Even from early childhood. These memories are stored in the Mimboset brain, very much like data stored on a computer. And it must be actively retrieved. To access memory data, a Mimboset must make an *Intellect* attribute test (TN5). If successful, the character’s *Intellect* modifier may be added to the subsequent skill test which that particular memory was used with. A separate test must be made each time the memory resources are used.

**Exceptional Concentration:** *(bonus edge)* Mimbosets have the ability to “tune out the world” when they concentrate. They can simply brush off and ignore distractions that could hamper a non-Mimboset. A Mimboset may ignore the normal penalties caused by outside distractions.

**Emotionally Immature:** *(species flaw)* Mimbosets often hide their emotions at awkward times, or express them when the time is not right. Sometimes this makes them seem arrogant, or reticent. The character receives a -1 to his *Savvy* as well as -1 to all *Social* tests.

**Multitasking:** *(bonus edge)* A Mimboset can accomplish multiple tasks rapidly. A Mimboset can treat a full-round action as two actions, and they may take additional actions at the standard penalty *(see p. 245, PG)*.